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Dielectric control of electrostatic barriers for molecular electronics
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~Received 25 September 2000; accepted for publication 6 November 2000!

We describe an approach for controlling electrostatic barriers in molecular electronics devices
which uses anisotropic dielectric material to modify the analytic form of the effective electrostatic
interactions within the device. We study the one-dimensional geometry relevant to interfaces
between carbon nanotubes and find that the bound charge induced in a uniaxial dielectric can replace
the bare electrostatic interaction between charges with separationz by an effective2 log(z)
interaction or aconfininguzu interaction. We use these models to study the depletion region formed
at heterojunctions between segments of doped carbon nanotubes. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1336162#
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Electronic devices formed from bulk semiconducto
generally exploit the ability to control the motion of fre
charge using electrostatic barriers at interfaces between
terials. One-dimensional molecular devices are attractin
great deal of attention, but for these systems the redu
dimensionality poses a fundamental difficulty for the
operation.1,2 This occurs because the Coulomb interaction
a short-range potential in one dimension~its Fourier trans-
form diverges at small momentumq proportional to2 logq
instead of 1/q2 as in three dimensions!. For ap–n junction
between segments of doped nanotubes,3 equilibration of the
electrochemical potentials at the junction requires either
formation of a very long-range depletion or accumulati
region at low doping levels~which can exceed the size of th
entire device! or to the formation of an anomalously thi
and, therefore, transparent barrier at high doping levels.1 Im-
portantly, the crossover between these regimes isexponen-
tially sensitive to the inverse dopant concentration.

A one-dimensional potential which diverges as 1/q2

could avoid this difficulty, but this requires a direct spa
interactionproportional to the separation between charge
Although this cannot be achieved for free charges
vacuum, one can modify the effective interaction betwe
charges for devices embedded in or integrated with vari
forms of polarizable matter. Here, we show that in a stron
anisotropic dielectricone can modify the analytic form o
the effective interaction between free charges by control
the spatial distribution of bound charge induced within t
dielectric. In this letter, we analyze three geometries wh
replace the 1/z potential by2 log(z) or uzu potentials, thus
permitting the formation of a conventional bandbending p
file over length scales useful for submicron device physic4

As an example, we calculate the bandbending profiles fo
prototypicalp–n junction formed from doped carbon nan
tubes including these dielectric effects.

We solve a model geometry in which a nanotube w
radiusa and axis aligned along thez direction is surrounded
by a linear but anisotropic dielectric material characteriz
by a diagonal susceptibility tensor withxzzÞx rr . The elec-
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trostatic field E52¹V satisfies Gauss’ Law¹•E54pr,
wherer is the total charge density which includes both t
free and the bound charges:r5r f1¹•x•¹V. Within the
dielectric r f50; thus, (114px rr )¹'

2 V1(114pxzz)¹ i
2V

50 and the scalar potential satisfies Laplace’s equation
scaled coordinates (r /G' ,z/G i), whereGa5A114pxa. By
a suitable choice of theG one can, therefore, separately re
cale the longitudinal and radial coordinates in the proble5

We now study the total electrostatic potential for th
system due to a free-charge distribution on the surface of
cylinder s f(r )5enqeiqzd(r 2a)/2pa, where the Fourier
amplitude of the number densitynq is dimensionless. The
electrostatic potentials forr ,a are the Bessel functions o
imaginary argumentVq

,(r )5I 0(qr), while in the regionr
.a we have the solutionsVq

.(r )5K0(Gqr), where G
5G i /G' . Matching the potentialV and radial component o
D5E14pP on the surface of the tube, we find that th
electric potential seen on the surface is

Vq~r 5a!5
2enqI 0~qa!K0~Gqa!

qa@GI 0~qa!K08~Gqa!2I 08~qa!K0~Gqa!#
. ~1!

Equation~1! represents the effective electrostatic interact
between density fluctuations of the free charge on the sur
of the cylinder at wave vectorq, including the indirect in-
teraction through the polarization of the encapsulating
electric material.

Figure 1 compares the interaction kernel~1! with the
analogous solutions obtained for the cylinder in free sp
~with G51). In both cases, the potential diverges at a sm
wave vector proportional to22 log(qa/2), since at large dis-
tances free charges on the surface of the cylinder inte
through a 1/z potential. At a large wave vector the produ
I 0K0 in the numerator decays proportional to 1/q and the
near-field potential describes the interaction between cha
rings ;2 logz. The crossover between these behaviors
curs for momentaqa;1, i.e., it occurs at a relatively shor
range in direct space where the separation between the
is of the order of the tube radius. WhenG@1, the anisotropic
dielectric effectively rescales the spatial coordinates shift
this crossover to much smaller momentaGqa;1. Thus, the
logarithmic form of this potential can be stretched along
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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axis of the cylinder. The magnitude of this potential is a
reduced by a factor ofG, but this will turn out not to pose a
serious difficulty unlessG is extremely large.

Using the screened electrostatic kernel~1! we compute
the bandbending profile near ap–n junction on a nanotube
using the self-consistent Thomas–Fermi approach emplo
in Ref. 1. In this theory, uniformlyp- andn-doped cylindri-
cal segments are joined, and the compensating charge d
ties and electrostatic potentials are computed s
consistently. The free-charge distribution is uniformly
distributed around the circumference of the cylinder w
n(z)5nd(z)1nf(z), where nd is the background dopan
density and

nf~z!5E dED~E,z! f ~E!, ~2!

where f (E) is the Fermi–Dirac distribution function an
D(E,z)5g@E1eV(z)# for electrons with charge2e in the
presence of the electrostatic potentialV(z). Our model for
the density of states of a semiconducting tube with gap 2D is
g(E)5 (4/p\vF) @11Q(E2D)2Q(E1D)#, where vF is
the Fermi velocity andQ(x)51 for x.0 and zero forx
,0.6 Figure 2 shows our results for junctions formed fro
heavily doped tubes with an unscreened interactionG51
~dashed curve! and with G520 ~solid curve!. The doping
level in these calculations is very large (nd'0.02 Å21),
which leads to a very narrow barrier region and to a h
transparency at the contact for the unscreened (G51) solu-
tion. By contrast, thescreenedsolution produces a wide bar
rier due to the longer range of the effective interaction.

The difference between the screened and unscreene
lutions to this problem can be appreciated most clearly
considering the doping dependence of the depletion wi
i.e., the region near the junction where the dopants are f

FIG. 1. Fourier transforms of the effective electrostatic interaction betw
free charges on the surface of the tube in the presence of an aniso
dielectric. The top panel gives the potential as a function of wave vectq
and the bottom panel gives the logarithmic derivative of this potential.
dashed curve is the unscreened potential. The interaction kernels are p
for an external dielectric~solid!, an encapsulated dielectric~dotted!, and a
dielectric in the tube sidewalls~dot dashed!.
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ionized. Using the unscreened electrostatic kernel, we
that the depletion width scales asWu;a exp(\vF/6e2nda).
By contrast, thescreenedpotential varieslogarithmically
with separation over relevant length scales and gives
much more favorable scaling lawWs;\vF/6e2nd .

Remarkably, we find that there is a similar modificatio
to the effective interaction between charges on the tube if
dielectric material is incorporatedinside the nanotube. Here
the screened interaction kernel, analogous to~1! is

Vq~r 5a!5
2enqI 0~Gqa!K0~qa!

qa@ I 0~Gqa!K08~qa!2GI 08~Gqa!K0~qa!#
. ~3!

The logarithmic derivative of this potential is plotted as t
dotted curve in the lower panel of Fig. 1, showing that it a
obeys the 1/q scaling law in momentum space over a re
tively wide range of wave vectors.

The physics that produces this behavior is similar for
exterior and interior problems. The polarization of the ex
rior or interior anisotropic dielectric produces a volum
bound charge density2¹•P near the tube, as shown in th
gray-scale plot of Fig. 3. WhenG@1, a positive ring of free
charge induces a positive plume of bound charge~bright re-
gion! that extends along the highly polarizable (z) direction.
A compensating negative bound charge~dark region! is
found in a shorter-range ring nearer the source charge
also contained within the dielectric. The electric potent
seen by a test charge~e.g., an electron! on the surface of the
nanotube is the sum of the potentials produced by the
screened localized source ring on the surface of the tube
the spatially extended bound charges in the dielectric. Th
the distant test charge sees a near-field potential from
source even if the separation between the source and

n
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e
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FIG. 2. Bandbending profiles for ap–n junction between heavily doped
carbon nanotube segments calculated using the free space~dashed! and
screened~solid! interaction kernels for an exterior dielectric~top! and a
dielectric incorporated into the tube sidewalls~bottom!. The lines denote the
locations of the conduction- and valence-band edges as functions o
distance from the junction atz50. The chemical potential is atE50.
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Cross-sectional view of the bound-charge de
sities induced in an anisotropic dielectric medium in th
presence of a ring of free charge localized on the s
face of a nanotube at its center for an encapsulated
electric ~top! and an exterior dielectric~bottom! with
G520. The tube radius is 0.6 nm; for clarity, th
heights of the figures are not drawn to scale.
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charges span many tube radii. Finally, for a very large se
ration between source charge and test charge, the test ch
ultimately seesonly the 1/z potential produced by the sourc
charge, since the total bound charge is finite in extent
integrates to zero.

A much more dramatic effect occurs in a geome
where the anisotropic material is incorporated into the cy
der sidewalls. We consider a thin-walled cylinder of radiusa
and thicknessw ~with w!a). Here, the electric potentia
inside and outside the cylinder are the ordinary free-sp
solutions that are matched by solving the continuum mo

2¹'
2 V1@114pxzzwd~r 2a!#q2V52nq

d~r 2a!

a
, ~4!

which replaces the thin-walled cylinder by a shell of rad
a. Solving this boundary value problem we find that t
surface potential atr 5a is

Vq5
2enqI 0~qa!K0~qa!

qa[ I 08~qa!K0~qa!2I 0~qa!K08~qa!

14pxzzwaq2I 0~qa!K0~qa!]. ~5!

The logarithmic derivative of this potential is shown as t
dot-dashed line in Fig. 1. For small momenta the sec
term in the denominator of Eq.~5! vanishes and the potentia
diverges as2 logq, as found in the previous geometrie
However, for 4pxzzwaq2@1, one quickly crosses over to
new regime where the second term in the denominator do
nates and the effective potential then has the formVq

;enq/2pxzzwaq2. Thus, at short separations in dire
space, a point source~here, a localized ring of charge! carries
an electric potential that scales as distance from the so
proportional touzu, and an electric field on the surface of th
tube proportional to sgn(z). These are properties of an ord
nary two-dimensional sheet of charge in a three-dimensio
space, and thus this molecular system exhibits the elec
Downloaded 24 Sep 2007 to 165.123.34.86. Redistribution subject to AIP
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static properties of an ordinary planar junction. This rema
able behavior ultimately crosses over to the unscreened
tential only on the relatively large scalezc /a
;A4pxzzw/a. The lower panel of Fig. 2 shows the ban
bending profile calculated using Eq.~5!, which is nearly
identical to the bandbending profile for a planar junctio
although here it occurs in low-dimensional geometry.

Implementation of this idea requires the identification
a candidate highly anisotropic material that can be incor
rated within the molecular device. One very interesting p
sibility is that carbon nanotubes themselves, either as sin
wall objects packed in a bundle or as multiwalled speci
can provide the appropriate material for realizing this effe
It may also be possible to design and control the dielec
anisotropy by embedding short conducting tube segment
a nonconducting matrix. There may be many other route
the development of nanometer-scale materials with hig
anisotropic dielectric properties as well. Materials of th
type would be useful for many applications in addition to t
ones we have described here.

This work was supported by the DOE under Grant N
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